
URBAN
FURNITURE



?CITY AREAS,
?PARKS,
?PLAYGROUNDS,
?YARDS,
?BALCONIES...

URBANE FURNITURE PRODUCTS

Benches
Our comfortable, innovative benches are  good value for money.  
They can be made with or without a back rest.  They can be 
designed to have a futuristic look or can  be custom-made to 
meet your requirements.  We will do our utmost to protect the 
benches so that they  are both  weatherproof and resistant to 
mechanical impact.

Bike stands
Once you get one of our bike stands you won't have to tie your 
bike to a road sign or a light pole. There are no prescribed 
dimensions for bike stands so, if none of our products meet your 
requirements, we will build a stand to cater for your needs.

Litter bins

Canopies

Children playgrounds

They should be durable,  practical and plenty,  right?
These are made from steel plates and have epoxy and 
polyurethane coating.  They can be custom-made and painted so 
that they match your facility perfectly. If necessary and required 
they can be galvanized and plastic coated.

The playgrounds are safe, constructed from the  best  materials, 
innovative and creative.  They help develop children’s mental and 
physical abilities.  They are versatile and have multiple 
possibilities for combining in  given conditions. Our range of 
products include: slides, seesaws, horizontal bars,  swings, game 
tables, etc.

Besides the products listed above, we also make planters, fences, pillars, pergolas, kiosks, bollards, 
billboards, etc.

Visit our website: www.urbanaoprema.rs and find out more.

Our nicely designed, quality  canopies provide protection for 
you and your precious vehicle against exposure to sun, rain and 
snow.  They can be  useful everywhere: above the front door,  as a 
car protection,  at bus stops, to shield bicycles…

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment  For the more appealing and functional environment

LET'S JOIN FORCES TO ARRANGE THE SPACE WE LIVE IN AND 
CHERISH! Let's bring together natural and urban elements to create a cheerful and 
positive environment!
URBAN FURNITURE enhances our environment and provides  much needed comfort  
within the natural setting.

We furnish:

INNOVATIVE APPROACH
FUNCTIONALITY
CREATIVITY
QUALITY AND DURABILITY.

Let us survey your ourdoor area (a yard, a balcony, an area in front of your 
house, commercial buildinng or a hotel) and we will come up with  a quality 
architectural solution to meet your needs.

Have a look at our range of products and don't hesitate to contact us for 
further information or advice.

 We promise to provide:



www.urbanaoprema.rs

The steel sturcture is made from round pipes with a top 
quality protective epoxy and polyurethane coating in RAL 
9007 colour.
The seat and the back support are made from oak and have 
exterior stain finish.
Dimensions: 2,000x 790x 790

BENCH - TYPE 01 Perfect Rest Bench

BENCH - TYPE 01 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

807 8402000

PERFECT  REST BENCH

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection
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450 4501675

BENCH - TYPE 02 City Bench

CITY BENCH

This bench does not take up a lot of the pavement space. It is 
descreet and  has a stylish, pleasant look. At least for a short 
while it can provide  much needed rest and shelter in the 
middle of the city bustle.
The seat and the metal structure are painted in one colour so 
they make a compact and coherent unit.

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 02 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection
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03

450 5001800

BENCH - TYPE 03 City square and shopping mall bench

CITY SQUARE AND SHOPPING MALL BENCH

The shape and stability of this modern, futuristic looking 
bench is a far cry from the usual benches of the past. It might at 
first look cold and unappealing but it actually fits very well with  
contemporaty materials commonly used today,  such as inox, 
aluminium, tempered glass, etc.

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 03 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection
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04

450 5001800

BENCH - TYPE 04 Park bench

This is a park bench of  timeless shape. Robust, heavy, made 
from top quality materials.The steel structure is made from 
square and round pipes and has an excellent protective epoxy 
and polyurethane coating in RAL 9007 colour.The seat is 
made from oak and has exterior stain finish.
Dimensions: 1,800x 450x500

PARK BENCH

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 04 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection
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05

807 8402000

BENCH - TYPE 05 Stand - Up Bench

STAND - UP BENCH

This  innovative, modern bench  is not used to sit on but to 
lean on and stretch your back.
The steel structure can be galvanised and later plastic 
coated or can have  a top quality epoxy and polyurethane 
colour coating.
The back support is made from timber with exterior stain 

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 05 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection
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1021 16209609

BENCH - TYPE 06 Lounger for two

LOUNGER FOR TWO

Ideal for areas  near water. It is wide, has a top quatily 
protective coating and is made form top quality oak.
Ideal for daydreamers, nature lovers and those seeking peace. 
Dimensions: 2,212x1,000x1,055

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 06 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection



07

An interesting and comfortable solution for bus stop seats. The 
sturcture is made form galvanised steel, the seat from hardwood 
with a varnish finishing. The seat is fitted into the concrete surface 
with anchoring bolts.

450 3901600

BENCH - TYPE 07 Bus Stop Seat 1

BUS STOP SEAT 1

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 07 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection



08

A stylish, quality solution for  bus stop seats. This seat is similar 
to the previous type but has a different way of fitting. It is 
mounted to a support pillar and looks like its integral part. The 
glass walls of this bus stop match the seat nicely. The structure is 
constructed from glavanised steel, the seat from varnished 
hardwood.

390 3902186

BENCH - TYPE 08 Bus Stop Seat 2

BUS STOP SEAT 2

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 08 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection



09

An exceptional idea for a bus stop seat. The structure is made 
from galvanised steel, the seat from waterproofed hardwood. 
It can be fitted either to a concrete surface or to a pillar.

450 3603200

BENCH - TYPE 09 Bus Stop Seat 3

BUS STOP SEAT  3

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 09 

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection



10

The seat  frame is made from round pipes and inlayed with 
crimped mash wire. The stand is made from pipes. The seat  
can be fitted  either to a pillar or to a concrete surface. The 
seats have a protective epoxy and polyurethane coating with  
RAL of your choice.  Alternatively, they can be hot-dip 
galvanised and plastic coated.

293 3901800

BENCH - TYPE 10 Bus Stop Seat 4

BUS STOP SEAT 4

Material

Epoxid

Polyurethan

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 10

thin-wall pipes

Basic protection

Final protection



11

The seat frames are constructed from round pipes with a  crimped 
wire mashInlay.  The stand is made form square pipes. The seat has a 
protective epoxy polyurethane coating and  RAL of your  choice. The 
number of seats can be changed and  handrails can be added, too.

975 5602985

BENCH - TYPE 11 Bus Stop Seat 5

BUS STOP SEAT  5

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Material

Epoxid

Polyurethan

BENCH - TYPE 11

thin-wall pipes

Basic protection

Final protection



12

Bus stop seats without a back rest, designed for places exposed to 
weathering. The seat frames are made from round pipes with 
crimped wire mesh inlay. The stand is made from square pipes. The 
seat has an epoxy and polyurethane protective coating, RAL of 
your choice. The number of seats can be adjusted to fit the space 
requirements. If proper metal protection is done, this can be a long 
lasting,  low-cost solution.

450 5001800

BENCH - TYPE 12

BUS STOP SEAT  6

Bus Stop Seat 6

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Material

Epoxid

Polyurethan

BENCH - TYPE 12

thin-wall pipes

Basic protection

Final protection



14

The frame of this bench has an inlay of wire mesh. The seat and the 
back rest are built from round pipes while  the support base is made 
from  square steel  pipes. The seat and the back rest are fitted 
separately which enables individual  pieces to be substituted if 
damaged. All the steel elements are hot-dip galvanised and plastic 
coated in RAL colour of your choice. It is fitted to a concrete surface. 
Bench width is 1,350mm, height is 800mm

BENCH - TYPE 13 Wire Mesh Bench 1

WIRE MESH BENCH 1

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

Material

Epoxid

Polyurethan

BENCH - TYPE 13

thin-wall pipes

Basic protection

Final protection

950 5001800

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)



950 5711800

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

13

The seat and the back rest are made from round pipes with a wire 
mesh inlay. The seat and the back make a coherent unit which makes  
sitting more comfortable. The stand is made from square pipes. It is 
fitted on a pillar and into the concrete surface. The benches have a 
protective epoxy and polyurethane coating, with RAL of choice. 
Alternatively, they can be  hot-dip galvanised and plastic coated.
Width of the bench is 1,400 mm, height 800mm.

BENCH - TYPE 14 Wire Mesh Benches 2

WIRE MESH BENCHES  2

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

Material

Epoxid

Polyurethan

BENCH - TYPE 14

thin-wall pipes

Basic protection

Final protection



15

950 6271740

BENCH - TYPE 15

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Material

Epoxid

Polyurethan

BENCH - TYPE 15

thin-wall pipes

Basic protection

Final protection

The seat and the back rest are made from round pipes with a wire 
mesh inlay. The seat and the back make a coherent unit which makes  
sitting more comfortable. The stand is made from square pipes. It is 
fitted on a pillar and into the concrete surface. The benches have a 
protective epoxy and polyurethane coating, with RAL of choice. 
Alternatively, they can be  hot-dip galvanised and plastic coated.
Width of the bench is 1.740 mm,  height 950mm.

WIRE MESH BENCHES 3

Wire Mesh Benches 3



Handrails are made from round pipes, the seat from vertical 
wooden boards   ( clients can choose between oak and white 
pine). The steel is protected with epoxy-polyurethane.  

Dimensions: 2,000x800x840

BENCH WITH CURVED HANDRAILS

www.urbanaoprema.rs

16

840 8402000

BENCH - TYPE 16

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 16

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection

Bench With Curved Handrails
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17

750 21501680

BENCH - TYPE 17

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 17

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection

PICNIC SET

Practical and simple, this picnic set is constructed from round 
pipes, seats and a wooden table  built into one unit. The structure 
is  made stable with   pipes welded slantwise so that they  don't 
interfere with sitting. It can be easily moved from one place to 
another or else  fitted into the ground. Handrails are made from 
round pipes , the seat  from vertically placed  wooden boards of  
choice ( oak or white pine). The steel is protected with an epoxy-
polyurethane coating. Dimensions: 2,000x800x840 

Picnic set
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18

850 8501700

BENCH - TYPE 18 Waiting room set

WAITING ROOM SET

The frame of this waiting room set is made from square  40x40 mm 
pipes. The seat and the back are made from wooden boards with UV-
proof varnish.

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 18

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection
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20

844 6422775

BENCH - TYPE 19 Five seat bench

FIVE SEAT BENCH

The frame is made from steel angle profiles and steel pipes. It is hot-
dip galvanised and plastic coated. The seats and the back are made 
from waterproof plywood with UV-proof varnish. It is fitted into a 
concrete surface with anchoring bolts.

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

BENCH - TYPE 19

Material of the 
seat and backrest

Material thin-wall pipes

Eichenholzlatten

Epoxid

coating

Polyurethan

stain coating

Basic protection

Basic protection

Final protection

Final protection



Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.
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